Abstract. Along with the rapid development of Internet, network security has become one of high-profile issues in the current life. In this paper, the problem of instruction detection based on artificial immune system model and the key technologies negative selection algorithm(NSA) are discussed in detail, by the reviews of the recent history and present state. Simulation experiments reveals their characteristics of three matching algorithms including r-contiguous-bits, r-adjustable-bits and hamming distance algorithm.
Introduction
Now as the scale of computer network expanding and more and more types of network attacks appeared, information security is becoming more and more prominent. Intrusion detection comes to be a key technology for network security protection system, and turns into one of the hot issues of the computer network research in recent years. Intrusion detection is a kind of network security technique which detects acts that will sabotage security, availability and integrity of system. The most important research branch of intrusion detection is based on artificial immune theory [1] .
Nowadays computer network are faced so many threats, which are caused by variety of factors. For example, information loss or disclosure intentionally or unintentionally during the network transmission; critical information (such as user, passwords and etc) stolen; using the Internet or computer resources without authorization; spreading virus (worms or Trojan) [2] . All of above are fatal factors leading to fragile network circumstance. Network security guarantees a normal service of the Internet, however, the traditional detection technology cannot adequately deal with such a situation any longer.
As one of the representatives of interdisciplinary, the artificial immune theory has been more and more important role to play in many fields. It is modeled off the T -cell maturing process [3] that happens in the thymus. T-cells of enormous diversity are first assembled with a pseudo-random genetic rearrangement process and those that recognize self-cells are eliminated before the rest are deployed into the immune system to recognize and attack outside pathogens. The methods based on this process are generally called negative selection algorithms (NSA) with the descriptive word "artificial" omitted [4] in order to improve the efficiency of network intrusion detection.
made Advanced Persistent Threat(APT) a fashionable noun [5] . In 2013, Snowden tipped off the "PRISM", said that a large number of Internet users' personal information were being watched all over the world, after which the "network intelligence" characterized by big data security was raised to the level of national security strategy. In December 2014, Woo Yun platform Vulnerability Report issued a message that a large number of 12306 users' data were published on the Internet. In the attack, the hacker collected over 130,000 user data from 12306 by bumping database, owing to the lack of security mechanism. As a result, many train tickets booked were refund maliciously. The occurrence of these events exposed the huge flaw of network information security, meanwhile to network information security, it is also an unprecedented challenge. Hacking is one of the most severe threats. Hackers seek for system flaws by various means, and raise an attack to destroy important data in system, causing threats to network security. Isolating inner network from Internet by firewall or others is a way to protect inner network against hacking. Whereas attackers often bypass the firewall by either faking data packets and modifying IP address, or launch a DDoS attack [6] . Under the flow of TCP packets, the server is not able to provide service normally. Against such attacks, TCP flow changes can be analyzed to determine whether attacks happened ,because fairness of network led to fewer and fewer resources to be obtained by TCP data flow that comply with congestion control, but this method has a high rate of false positive.
As a consequence of huge network access point with numerous public information, Illegal invaders destroy the validity and integrity of information in purpose and seizure resources. Also they modify computer information in an unauthorized manner that interfere normal operation or consume excessive system resources, leading to the result that authorized users cannot get access and other operation is delayed. In order to prevent "sniffer" or eavesdropping through unauthorized network, people realized that a useful measure of confidential transmission for sensitive data is needed. For instance, encryption in data link layer-setting of Wi-Fi security access. The link is called safe only in the case that the terminal is considered authorized to perform a given transaction legal entity. Enhancing the trust for each network or taking the authentication mechanism will ensure that a safe, reliable and private communication is provided to these entities on the Internet. National governments and their agencies develop a series of security protocols to ensure user authentication and authorization security, like SSL/TLS, a well-known technique of end to end encryption. However, it has not been widely adopted attributed to historical reasons and organizational inertia in part, ignorance or wrong information in the other part.
No matter how powerful the software are, flaws in the design of the beginning is inevitable, mainly due to the unsafe source code and inappropriate use of the program by users. Different software platforms, hardware and system settings will cause different security vulnerabilities. Rely solely on the technical of code analysis is not appropriate, and now most of software attempt to repair vulnerabilities by patching, which often means a lag of time, leads to serious internal insecurity.
Preventive Measure and Technology.
To ensure the security of network information, a variety of strategies will be taken in practical applications, such as virus protection, firewall, and data encryption.
Intrusion detection technology is the key technology of information security discussed in this article [8] . Intrusion detection system is to collect information from a variety of computer system and network system, as well as the analysis of information on the computer and cyber source.
In general, intrusion detection techniques can be categorized into two groups: misuse detection and anomaly detection. The misuse detection systems use patterns of well-known attacks or weak spots of the systems to identify intrusion. The weakness of misuse detection systems is that it is unable to detect any future(unknown) intrusion until corresponding attack signatures are intruded into the signature database. Anomaly detection methods try to determine whether the deviation is from the established normal usage patterns or not. The critical success of anomaly detection relies on the model of normal behaviors.
Combined with the feature of "no prior knowledge of nonself is required", a intrusion detection is mentioned in this paper. It imported the biological immunology of NSA to ensure more accurate detection rate. There are several significant differences between the algorithm described here and more conventional approaches to change detection. First, the checking activity can be distributed over many sites with each site having a unique signature; second, the quality of the check can be traded off against the cost of performing check; third, protection is symmetric in the sense that the change detector and protected data set are mutually protective; forth, the algorithm for generating the change detectors is computationally expensive, although checking is cheap, so it would be difficult to modify a protected file and then alter the detectors in such a way that the modification could not be detected. As with other methods, this method relies on the guarantee that the data to be protected are uncorrupted at the time that the detectors are generated.
Negative Selection Algorithm
NSA is one of the major algorithms developed within AIS and can be used for network security, fault detection, especially, anomaly detection. The NSA developed by Forrest is proposed in the use of a binary calculation model for pattern recognition method [9] .
Traditional Negative Selection Algorithm.
The main task of NSA can be viewed generally as the problem of learning to distinguish self( legitimate users, corrupted data, etc.) and nonself(unauthorized users, viruses, etc.). We define self as the string to be protected and nonself as any other string. The string could be a string of bots(and hence, anything that can be represented in a digital computer), a string of assembler instructions, a string of data, etc. However, the method appears to be most relevant for strings that do not change over time, that is the protected strings need to be fairly stable.
A partial match between two string of equal length means that the symbols are identical when beyond a definite matching threshold r. Thus, for any two strings x and y, we say that match(x, y) is true if x and y agree at least r contiguous locations. The matching rule can be applied to strings defined over any alphabet of symbols. It also illustrates an approximate idea by taking partial rules of NSA. Three common matching rules are described in this paper.
The algorithm has three phases: Step1 Define collection S of self data: each String that is part of protected data defined over the alphabet {0,1} in collection S.
Step2 Generate a collection R of detectors: The ones in random collection that match any of strings in collection S are eliminated. Each detector R is a string that does not match any of the protected data in collection S.(shown in figure 1) .
Step3 Monitor the protected data by comparing them with the detector R. If detector is ever activated, a change is known to have occurred. Each detected nonself string matches string of detector R( shown in figure 2). Matching Rules. R-contiguous-bits matching rule(rcb) is that two strings of equal length are said to match if they are identical in at least r contiguous positions. For example, x=100111010, y=101111001, x and y defined as binary alphabet{0,1} matching at four contiguous locations. Thus, match(x, y) is false for r=5 or greater. Since x and y agree at 4 contiguous locations, match(x, y) is true for f=4 or less. If more nonself strings can be detected, worse specificity it is, conversely, too. It can be seen that the lager r is set, the higher precision and the lower false alarm rate is get and vice versa [10] .
R-adjustable-bits matching rule(rab) increased the detection rate by adjusting the matching threshold on the basis of rcb proposed by Zhang Heng [11] .The core idea of rab by adjusting the threshold value of this relatively simple approach significantly reduces the number of hole.
Threshold r is set in order to determine whether two strings match in hamming distance matching rule. When the distance between two strings of x and y greater than or equal to the value of threshold r, it can say match(x,y). It is different from rcb rule that hamming distance rule dose not need to be contiguous.
Hole. In this paper, partial matching rule specifies the approximation, and the parameter r controls how large the approximation is. As shown in figure 3 , it turns out that there may be some strings not in self space, called "holes" for which it is impossible to generate valid detector and cannot be avoid in NSA [12] . For clarity, I have reproduced the example presented there: If S contains two strings s1 and s2 that match each other, they may induce two other strings h1 and h2 that cannot be detected because any candidate detector would also match either s1 or s2, two strings h1 and h2 are defined as "hole". 
Experiment
Based on the analysis above, simulation experiment has been cast pointing to the three algorithms, including rab, rcb and hamming distance. The experiment uses iris data set as data collection, and analyzes detection distribution, probability of random match between two strings, detection rate and detector quantity in different maximum matching threshold. The following are parameters and definitions:
L length of strings; N R0 the number of initial detector string(before censoring); N R the number if detector strings after censoring(size of repertoire); N S the number of self strings; P M the probability of a match between 2 random strings by rcb:
; P H the probability of a match between 2 random strings by hamming distance P H =2 -r (2); P S the probability that NR detector detect an intrusion; f i a random string does not match any self strings when threshold is ri：
; P i the probability to be a detector when threshold is ri:
; P fM the probability that NR detector fail to detect an intrusion by rab:
P fH the probability that NR detector fail to detect an intrusion by hamming distance: (6) ; Detection parameters can be specified before the experiment. According to Eq. (1) , N R is independent of N S when P f and P M are fixed. This implies that the size of self data collection has nothing to do with the increase of detector quantity, and therefore a relatively small size of data collection is required in the experiment.
For rab matching rule, matching threshold gradually increases from r1,r2… to rc. Different detectors produce different detection range, while by rcb, detection range is fixed using different detectors. From Eq. (1), It can be learned that P M is 2 -L while matching threshold grows to L, thus rcb algorithm can be viewed as a special case in rab algorithm.
From Eq. (3) and Eq. (4), these allow us to predict mature detection distribution under different threshold satisfied:
Combining Eq. (7) and experiment, the distribution of mature detectors is shown in Table 1 when N R0 =2000, N S =100. It can be concluded that with the increase of the maximum matching threshold, detectors tend to be mature basically, and as a result, the probability of mature of immature detector tends to 1.
Through Eq. (3) and Eq. (4), compare the following three algorithms: hamming distance, rcb and rab matching rules in the same requirements, simulation figure is shown below in Figure 4 .
It is known that the matching probability of hamming distance is better than that of rab and rcb, and among which rcb is worse. Fig. 4 Probability of matching under rcb, rab and hamming distance For rab and rcb matching rules, the simulation Figure 5 demonstrates that the detection tends to be flat when the maximum threshold is more than 15. The detection rate is the lowest when rc=13, it happens to be rcb matching rule when r=13 in this case. This shows that the detection rate in rab matching rule is higher than it in rcb rule. Table 2 to compare their failure rate, in order to reach the same detection failure rate in the case of the same threshold value, the number of detectors by hamming distance matching rule is far less than rcb matching rule, is more suitable for case of frequently real-time detection. 
Summary
This paper focuses on revisiting various matching rules in NSA to detect nonself. According to simulation experiment, NSA using three different matching rules has been worked out, and the impact of different matching rules for detection has also been shown with the experimental simulation data graphs. The detection rate of Rab algorithm based on rcb matching rule has further improved, and the matching probability of hamming distance rule is much higher than the other two algorithms, more suitable for application in the high requirement of real-time. Currently the theoretical foundation of this method is still developing in the sense that most applications have their own versions of the algorithms, including variability in the data representation, detector representation, detector generation mechanism, etc. A widely accepted standard model or taxonomy is still to be established for this method to mature. More accurate detection method may be found if these cases are further studied and the research on instruction will be strived for further improvement.
